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A CONCORDANCE OF
BOSOMS
Reconstructing
Lewis's Monk
Frederick S. Frank

(/ J J^/
^^

andering through the garrulous corridors of Gothic
criticism several years ago, pursued by the specters of
Foucault, Derrida, and Todorov, I stumbled upon a
600-word item in TheExplicator by RJ. Schork alluringly titled "Lewis's
Monkr^ The first paragraph read: "In the unlikely event that one were
asked to compile a concordance of Matthew G. Lewis's Gothic romance.
The Monk, he would scarcely be surprised to discover that, far
outdistancing even 'potion' or 'vatdt,' the word 'bosom' easily led the list
of nouns. Quite naturally in any work of this genre, especially one with
erotic overtones, the bosom (and/or its slightly more specific nearsynonym "breast") is the obvious place beneath which terror, lust,
vengeance, or pity might lurk; upon which the trembling hand of a

' R.J. Schork, "Lewis s Monk," Explicator AA-.'i (1986): 26-29.
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concupiscent Capuchin might rest;into which a banditto's poniard might
be plunged. In fact, the word also appears frequently in the original
translated and parodic verse with which Lewis punctuated his novel. And,
at least once, this anatomical term clumsily and somewhat ironically leaps
from noun to verb, when Elvira 'without hesitation unbosomed' to Abbot
Ambrosio her cares and apprehensions about her daughter Antonia, the
object of his fiendish passion." Bodies and body parts have loomed large
in Gothic fiction ever since the gigantic torso of Alfonso the Good began
poking through the walls of the Castle of Otranto. Was Schork suggesting
another outbreak of Walpole's disease of bloating body parts in his
prognosis of bosom proliferation in Lewis's Monk\
Schork offered no hard statistics to substantiate his intriguing claim
that the word "bosom" "easily led the list of nouns," concluding no doubt
that the compilation of a concordance of bosoms would remain, perhaps
thankfully, an "unlikely event." But if Schork was correct about Lewis's
predilection for "bosom" over such modular Gothic terms as "vault,"
"potion," "cell," "tower," "sepulchre," and the adjective, "Gothic," which
occurs only once in the first edition of the novel, then his claim might be
verified by the pleasant and perhaps prurient task of counting the novel's
bosoms. Schork's further su^estions about breasts in the novel,
howsoever inviting, would have to be ignored if a pure concordance of
bosoms were to be compiled. Praising Lewis for his "ingenious
combination of Gothic grotesquerie and hagiographic accuracy" (26)
Schork had mentioned Lewis's ironic use of the mammary martyrdom of
Saint Agatha martyr, who is usually shown in art carrying her severed
breasts in a tray, in naming one of the novel's wickedest characters, the
murderous domina Mother St. Agatha. Although the word breast does
occur in The Monk, Lewis opts in nearly every scene involving bodies and
body parts for "bosom" over "breast."
A trial reading of any chapter of the novel while applying Schork's
postulate of bosom-counting confirms the value of such an approach. The
Monk could be reread as the story of a Faust of sex as it had once been
read by Byron, Scott, Marquis de Sade, Coleridge, Hawthorne, Pushkin,
Balzac, Baudelaire, Trollope, Andre Breton, and Stephen King, not as a
theoretical model of the male Gothic novel or a Foucaultian exemplum of
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crime and punishment, but as a recreational text written for pure
gratification. Any Gothic novel concocted of decaying infants,
subterranean fornication, violent matricide, sepulchral rape, a demonic
femme fatale, one Wandering Jew, one Bleeding Nun, one frontally nude
Satan, the mutilation of an evil Prioress, devil worship, erotically explicit
details of the boudoir, poetic ^justice, and a spectacular victory of evil
over good certainly must have something in it for the hedonistic reader.
Could the carefully placed array of bosoms elucidate Lewis's construction
of the novel, his careful and conscious building of a book of the bosoms for
our hours of idleness?
Lewis's first biographer, Mrs. Margaret Baron-Wilson, found the novel
to be "a captivating and impressive story"^ that "endeavoured to show
that the popular mind was, at the time The Monk came out, in a
condition not only to tolerate but to derive pleasure from the perusal
of the work" (Baron-Wilson, 178). Lewis's first modern biographer,
Louis F. Peck, agreed that "TheMonk is good entertainment because
so much happens and because we see it happen. Lewis's instinct for
dramatic presentation gives him a distinct advantage over his
contemporary practitioners of Gothic fiction."' Other commentators
have stressed the forbidden pleasures of the text without specific reference
to Schork's insight. Ann B. Tracy, for example, inspires all future bosomographers when she observes: "TheMonk [is] still read either for or with
pleasure. The surprises are still outrageous, the descriptions of
putrefaction perhaps even more unsettling to the modern than to the
eighteenth-century stomach, and the erotic passages appreciably steamy
. »4
even yet.
Would a concordance of bosoms yield any new pleasures of text, or
was Lewis merely engt^ed in some hypergraphic form of semantic
masturbation in his fixated overuse of the word? Could The Monk's bo-

^Margaret Baron-Wilson, The Lifeand Correspondence ofM.G. Lewis(London: Henry Colburn,
1839), 153.
' Peck, Louis V. A Life of Matthew G. Lewis (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1961), 42.
* Ann B. Tracy, "M.G. Lewis," in Supernatural Fiction Writers, ed. E. F. Bleiler. (New York:
Charles Scribner's, 1985), 155.
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soms be classified or even quantified, to reconstruct the novel as an
ingenious Gothic toy? (Some assembly required.) Since the two
anatomical areas, "breast" and "bosom" are sometimes synonymous in
Lewis's vocabulary, should a breast count.as a bosom? Had any previous
Monk-o\ogist undertaken such a census, followed up on Schork's
suggestion, or was I the first to be afflicted with "bosom-omania" or
"bosom-ophilia?" Having resisted the temptation to count the bosoms,
I decided to follow Oscar "Wilde's advice and conquer the urge by giving
in to it. Schork's "unlikely event" had occurred.
To deal with the question of prior scholarship on this matter, I
examined the introductions and notes to five modern scholarly editions
of the novel hoping not to find any trace of previous bosom hunting. I
investigated the 1952 Grove Press, Louis Peck/John Berryman edition;
the 1995 Oxford "World Classics Edition with Introduction and Notes by
EmmaMcEvoy; the 1998 Penguin Classics edition with Introduction and
Notes by Christopher Maclachlan; Stephen King's 2003 edition that has
no textual notes whatsoever and calls Lewis "the genre's first punk, the
Johnny Rotten of the Gothic novel";' and finally the Broadview Press
2003 critical edition with Introduction and Notes by D. L. Macdonald
and Kathleen Scherf. Scrutiny of these editions assured me that I would
be the proto-talleyer of bosoms in the annals oiMonk criticism, for all five
were silent on the subject. McEvoy's Introduction came the closest to
trespassing on the virgin critical territory I had staked out for myselfin her
references to Matilda's "beauteous orb,"^ "wicked exposure" (McEvoy,
xxii) and "[t]he deliberate eroticization of modesty" (McEvoy, xxiv). But
McEvoy falters when she states that "Fleshliness is curiously absent from
The Monk" (McEvoy, xxv) and that "Lewis's eroticism is that of barely
glimpsed flesh," for as the figures will verify, fleshliness in the form of
strategically exposed bosoms pervades the text, dominates the imagery, and
underpins the structure of this Gothic novel.

^Stephen King, "Introduction," in The MonkhyMzxih-tw Lewis (Oxford & New York: Oxford
University Press, 2002), vi.
^ Emma McEvoy, "Introduction," in The Monk (Oxford &New York: Oxford University Press,
1995), xxvi.
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To establish a database for the novel's bosoms, we offer some hard
numbers at the outset. There are 128 occurrences of the word over 387
pages of text in the 1952 Grove Press edition. The single-page-to-bosom
ratio works out to one bosom for every 3.5 pages with 17 pages showing
a higher concentration of bosoms. Elvira's past participle "unbosomed,"
the grammatical exception that Schork had noted, comprises its own
category. "Bosom" is used 33 times by male characters, 24 times by female
characters, and 71 times by the narrator. Most usages are implicitly or
explicitly sexual although when used figuratively, bosom can signify the
body of the Church or the body politic or the human heart or womb or
generically, the female and male erogeneous zones. The 128 bosoms are
either metaphoric or literal and generally either of the surface, i.e., skin
deep, or de profundis, deep within the heart, soul, or mind. Under the
general headings of surface and depth, the 128 bosoms arrange themselves
into antinomic categories such as selfish, selfless, fleshly, spiritual,
demonic, angelic, madonnic, succubal, sanctified, diabolic, Godly, satanic,
aggressive, passive, salacious, pure, public, private, objective, subjective,
delectable, disgusting. All of the major characters (Ambrosio,
Rosario/Matilda, Agnes, Don Raymond, Lorenzo, Antonia, and Elvira)
use the word more than once and three of the minor characters
(Theodore, the Wandering Jew, and Satan) use the word tellingly. The
narrator's 71 bosoms run the gamut from detached observer to moralizing
philosopher to ogling voyeur.
A chapter-by-chapter inventory of The Monk's bosoms yields some
interesting number proportions. All six of Chapter I's bosoms belong to
the narrator. At 32 instances. Chapter II stands out as the maximum
bosom chapter in the novel. In Chapter III, with Lewis's perhaps illadvised departure from the main story line to insert the story of Lorenzo
and Agnes, there are a scanty two bosoms. In Chapter IV, there are 13
bosoms as Lewis devises several connotative roles for his favorite word in
Don Raymond's narrative. In Chapter V, there are 12 bosoms as the Don
Raymond narrative continues; the word also begins to infiltrate the
interpolated poems. In Chapter VI, in which the action returns to the
post-coital Ambrosio and Matilda, there are 14 bosoms used principally
by the narrator. In Chapter VII, there are nine bosoms as Ambrosio's
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unconquerable sexual passion for Antonia takes control. In Chapter VIII,
there are eight bosoms leading up to the smothering of Elvira who has
interrupted the Monk in mid-rape within Antonia's boudoir. In Chapter
IX, in which Ambrosio plots and finishes the abduction and rape of
Antonia, there are ten bosoms. In Chapter X, the reunion of Lorenzo and
Agnes, the tally of bosoms falls to three. In Chapter XI, the number of
bosoms rises significantly to 17 as Ambrosio tries to satisfy his lust by
raping and murdering the drugged Antonia atop a mattress of "three
putrid, half-corrupted bodies."^ In Chapter XII, the bosom count drops
back to two for the pseudo-epical descriptions of Ambrosio's damnation
and death, but both are large bosoms.Although the pattern is not perfect,
there is a point counterpoint in the rise and fall of bosom frequency from
chapter to chapter, as Lewis's obsessive/compulsive term undulates,
expands, contracts, expands. The bosomized structure of TheMonk.stems
undeniable; Lewis's Gothic novel is a book of the bosoms with this
epicentric word serving as a multiple signifier of sex, soul, self, spirit, and
body as Schork had posited.
In Chapter I, the narrator's six bosoms prepare the stage and deploy
the word bosom in its most literal sense to mean the breast/chest area as
in Bosom #3 and Bosom #5.^ "He passed on slowly with his hands crossed
devoutly upon his bosom" {Monk, 46) and "The prioress crossed her
hands upon her bosom and made a profound reverence" {Monk, 56). Both
bosoms refer to postures of piety, hypocritical piety as it turns out,
carnality masquerading as spirituahty and love of selfmasquerading as love
of God.Bosom #4 is the first instance of a metaphoric or entropic bosom
delving below the bodily surface to the character's deeper feelings, in this
case, Agnes's brother, Lorenzo, when he alludes to "The void left in his
bosom by Antonia's absence" {Monk, 52). We will see this recurrent
rhythm ofsurface-depth-surface-depth in operation elsewhere. First to use
the word in Chapter I is the narrator as he gazes upon the veiled figure of
Antonia. "Her bosom was carefully veiled...and her face was covered with

'Matthew Gregory Lewis, The Monk (New York: Grove Press, 1952), 363. All citations to the
novel throughout the paper and in the Appendices are taken from this edition.
' The novel's 128 bosoms are collated in the Appendix.
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a veil of thick black gauze" {Monk, 37). Veiled sexuality and virginal
voluptuousness arouse the narrator who shares the secret passions of the
virgin Antonia as she gazes longingly upon Ambrosio in his pulpit in the
Church of the Capuchins. Bosoms #1 and #2 are aphrodisiacal bosoms
fixing this style of bosom as a signifier of forbidden sexuality and the
carnal mysteries of the body. "Antonia, while she gazed upon him eagerly,
felt a pleasure fluttering in her bosom" [Monk,45). They stand in contrast
to the final bosom of the novel spoken by Lucifer and show how the first
and final bosoms function to link carnal appetite with spiritual ruin. Satan
himself has the last word in this Gothic novel, as he does in Beckford's
Vathek, as he gloats over Ambrosio's punishment and damnation by
delivering a perverse anti-homily on the virtue of sin in bosom #128. "It
was I who threw Matilda in your way; it was I who gave you entrance to
Antonia's chamber; it was I who caused the dagger to be given to you
which pierced your sister's bosom; and it was I who warned Elvira in
dreams of your designs upon her daughter, and thus, by preventing your
profiting by her sleep, compelled you to add rape as well as incest to the
catalogue of your crimes. Hear, hear, Ambrosio!" {Monk, 418). Like the
narrator's first bosom, Satan's final bosom isexplicitly sexual in its allusion
to the violent penetration of the female bosom when he unveils to
Ambrosio the identity of his rape and murder victims, his sister and
mother. Between Bosom #1 and Bosom #128, there lurk 126 more
bosoms of varying shapes, sizes, and gender.
Thirty-two bosoms punctuate Chapter II, the highest number in the
novel, because the chapter's main business is the on-stage sexual spectacle
of Rosario/Matilda's seduction of Ambrosio following his lecherous
soliloquy before the portrait of the Madonna, and his fall to sex after the
exposure of Rosario/Matilda's bosom, the left or "sinistra" breast, if you
must know. Bosoms #20 and #21 denote phallic excitement, the urge to
unveil that energizes the novel's first two bosoms. "She suddenly drew a
poniard. She rent open her garment, and placed the weapon's point
against her bosom" {Monk, 86). "She had torn open her habit, and her
bosom was half exposed.The weapon's point rested upon her left breast"
{Monk, 87). Approximately one half of the bosoms of Chapter II are
pornographically theatrical such as the two bosoms of gesture we have just
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savored. Ever the conscious playwright, Lewis prefers to show rather than
tell with the bosoms of Chapter 11. The Chapter's initial bosom occurs in
Ambrosio's eroticization of the Holy Virgin, transforming the portrait of
the Madonna into a voluptuous sexual object. Bosom #7 is another good
instance of the movement from depth and spirit to surface and flesh when
Ambrosio fantasizes a sexual encounter with the Virgin Mary. "Were I
permitted to twine round my fingers those golden ringlets, and press with
my lips the treasures of that snowy bosom!" {Monk, 65). Allocating the
bosoms of Chapter II to the various characters gives 19 to the narrator, 7
to Ambrosio, and 6 to Matilda, a stylistic inversion from the descriptive
and distanced bosoms of Chapter I to the close-up dramatic,
melodramatic, psychodramatic, and exhibitionistic bosoms of Chapter II.
Bosom #38, Ambrosio's sexual surrender to Matilda, has the feel of a
curtain call in a one acter with the Monk's literal fall upon Matilda's
bosom, the final word in Chapter II. '"Thine, ever thine,' murmured the
friar and sunk upon her bosom" {Monk,109). The preceding Bosom #37
is the sole instance in the text when the words bosom and breast occupy
the same sentence. "He sat upon her bed; his hand rested upon her bosom;
her head reclined voluptuously upon his breast" {Monk, 109). Dramatic
and dramaturgic bosoms abound in Chapter II. Bosom #11, the gyrations
of the pregnant nun, Agnes, is a clear-cut stage direction. "Wild and
desperate, she threw herself upon the ground, beating her bosom and
rending her veil in all the delirium of despair" {Monk, 71). Bosom #13 is
an apt scenic description of a box set with bosom used figuratively to
indicate the scene's optical center. "In the bosom of this little grove stood
a rustic grotto, formed in imitation of an hermitage" {Monk,74). The nar
rator's Bosom #16 is a philosophical aside and suspends the action
momentarily for some lofty musings on Romantic ennui and the selfisolation brought on by an excess of world weariness. Perhaps Bosom #16
was inserted with the metaphysical needs of Lewis's friend. Lord Byron,
in mind for it is a sort of portrait of the Byronic hero. "No longer
sustained by the violence of his passions, he feels all the monotony of his
way of living, and his heart becomes the prey of ennui and weariness. He
looks round and finds himself alone in the universe: the love of society
revives in his bosom and he pants to return to that world which he has
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abandoned" (Monk, 77). With all of these bosoms busting out all over
throughout Chapter II, we can appreciate just what that shrewd critic of
TheMonk,]ohn Thorpe in Jane Kustcns Northanger Abbey, meant by his
reply to Catherine Morland when she asks him if he has ever read Mrs.
Radcliffe's Udolpho. '"Novels are all so full of nonsense and stuff! There
has not been a tolerably decent one come out since TomJones, except The
Monk-, I read that t'other day; but as for all the others, they are the
stupidest things in creation.'"' Likewise if Coleridge noticed the frequency
of indecent exposure while he was writing the famous 1797 review of The
Monk, we now know why he ''stare[d] and tremble[d]," pronouncing the
book "a poison for youth, a provocative for the debauchee."'"
Bosoms #29 and #30 are sung by Rosario/Matilda in her Chanson
de Roland bedside harp solo, "DURANDARTE and BELERMA," and
mark the first occurrences of the word among the novel's eleven
interpolated poems. Schork did not comment on just how many bosoms
seep into the poetry of The Monk nor did he raise the question of why this
word, which so pervades the text of this novel and its poems, never once
appears in any of the epigraphs to the twelve chapters. Following the two
bosoms of "DURANDARTE and BELERMA," Lewis will "bosomize" (a
new verb) in five out of the eleven interpolated poems in The Monk with
a sly homoerotic innuendo in Theodore's Anacreontic verse in Chapter
V's "LOVE and AGE" and with a horrific force in Chapters VIII and IX's
grisly ballads, "The WATER KING" and "ALONZO the BRAVE and
Fair IMOGINE." "Cousin, stop those tears o'erflowing / Let me on thy
bosom die" is the dying Durandarte's last request just before Montesinos
"cut[s] the heart from out the breast" {Monk, 97). We shall not return to
Matilda's capacious bosom until Chapter VI in what must be Gothic
fiction's lengthiest pregnant pause as Lewis slams the door of sexual
consummation in the expectant reader's face. Lewis's purposeful

^ Jane Austen, Northanger Abbey^ ed. Anne Henry Ehrenpreis (Harmondsworth, Middlesex,
UK: Penguin Books), 69.
Samuel Taylor Coleridge, "Review of The Monk," Critical Review, February 1797, 199. The
review is unsigned.
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placement of the final two bosoms of Chapter II is a curious case ofverbal
coitus interruptus.
The middle chapters of The Monk, Chapters III, IV, and V, are
often singled out by critics as the novel's weakest sections, somewhat
digressive and tedious when set against the sexual momentum of the first
two chapters and the lurid pace of the final chapters, but insofar as the
proliferation of bosoms in the middle chapters is concerned, Lewis has
given his favorite word ample work to do. Bosoms figure as natural,
preternatural, and supernatural objects, as religious relics, and as
pornographic props throughout these chapters. Seemingly, Lewis
attempted to write two separate Gothic novels simultaneously, a fastpaced sado-erotic thriller in the opening and closing chapters and a slowmoving maso-erotic Radcliffean teaser in the middle chapters, but the shift
from Ambrosio's vigorous story to Don Raymond's crawlingnarrative did
not diminish his output of bosoms.
Chapter III contains a minimal two bosoms, one used by Lorenzo to
describe his sister Agnes's kiss, and one by the narrator to describe the
banditto Jacques's menacinggesture, neither very interesting. Chapter IV
contains twelve bosoms, nine by Don Raymond, two by Agnes, and one
by the Wandering Jew in his story of the murdered nun Beatrice whose
tormented ghost continues to prowl the Castle of Lindenburg. Five of
these bosoms are natural in their references to the womb, four are
unnatural in their references to sororicide, incest, necrophilia, and rape,
and three are supernatural in reference to the Bleeding Nun's hemmorhaging bosom, frigid kiss, and spectral embrace. The first bosom in
Chapter IV, Bosom #41, refers to the unborn child,Agnes, growing in her
mother's (Donna Inesilla's) womb, a sacramental, sacrificial, foetal bosom
whose life will be consecrated to the Church, a parallel with Ambrosio's
repressed life and sacerdotal confinement. "In this situation. Donna
Inesilla vowed, that if she recovered from her malady, the child then living
in her bosom, if a girl, should be dedicated to St. Clare; if a boy, to St.
Benedict" {Monk, 144). Lewis will nearly rewrite the same sentence in the
Chapter IV's terminal Bosom #53 with Agnes's revelation, "Raymond,
your child lives in my bosom" {Monk,195). Here again the paralleling of
bosoms is used to connect the repressed sex lives of the characters.
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Chapter V contains twelve bosoms as Lewis provides an opportunity
for Theodore, Elvira, and Don Raymond to bosomize within Don
Raymond's frame story. The best bosoms of Chapter V occur in
Theodore's pedophilic poem "LOVE and AGE," the verse depicting an
abortive homosexual encounter between a hot-to-go Cupid and a
withered Anacreon grown old, morose, and impotent. In Bosoms #55 and
#56, Anacreon berates Cupid: "Wouldst thou again with amorous rage /
Inflame my bosom, steeled by age" {Monk, 200) and "Age in my house
despotic reigns; / My garden boasts no flower, my bosom boasts no heat"
{Monk, 201). In Bosom #57, Anacreon recalls past painful pleasures: "I
have not yet forgot the pains / I felt while bound in Julia's chains: / The
ardent flames with which my bosom burned" {Monk, 201). Cupid's reply
in Bosom #58 recalls Ambrosio in Matilda's embrace in Chapter II's
climactic bosom. "Again beloved, esteemed, caressed; / Cupid shall in
thine arms be pressed, / Sport on thy knees, or on thy bosom sleep"
{Monk, 202). In Bosom #59, Cupid resurrects Anacreon's virility and
youth: "His bosom glows with amorous fire; / Eager he grasps the magic
lyre" {Monk, 203). The chain of bosoms in "LOVE and AGE," all candidly
homoerotic, voyeuristic, narcissistic, and titillating, mark the pinnacle of
bosoms among the novel's interpolated verses with a total of five. Bosoms
#64 and #65, the final bosoms of Chapter V come in Gonsalvo's (he is
Elvira's deceased husband) poem of farewell "The Exile." These bosoms
are prosaic and strained in a stark contrast to the energized bosoms of
"LOVE and AGE." Gonsalvo laments, "I feel my bosom's boasted courage
failing, / And curse the waves which bear me far from Spain" {Monk, 218).
Their world-weary posturing is countered by Lewis's resumption of the
sexually energetic level of bosoms of Chapter II in the post-coital Bosom
#66 in the opening sentence of Chapter VI, the return to the AmbrosioMatilda story. "Ambrosio's lust was satisfied. Pleasure fled, and Shame
usurped her seat in his bosom" {Monk, 226).
Chapter VI contains fourteen bosoms,as the bosom count rises again.
Eleven bosoms are used by the narrator, one by Matilda, one by Ambrosio,
and one by Antonia, who never uses the word directly but always envelops
her bosoms in the poetry she readsor recites as we see in her hymn to Saint
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Rosalia in the closing bosom of the chapter. Bosom #79. "From guilt and
guilty thoughts secure, / To duty and devotion true, / With bosom light
and conscience pure, / Repose, thy gentle aid I woo" {Monk, 253). In
Chapter VI, Ambrosio has tired of Matilda, and in an expense of spirit and
waste of shame has turned his lustful eye upon Antonia. The complete
corruption of Ambrosio had been Matilda's goal, now nearly attained in
the exaltation of Bosom #70. "'I have succeeded!' she cried, throwing
herself upon his bosom" {Monk, 235). But the most provocative bosom
in Chapter VI is psychological, not sexual, (Bosom #73) with the
narrator's observation that he who is capable of great good is also capable
of great evil when education and training clash with the natural passions
and stifled spirit."The fact was, that the different sentiments with which
education and nature had inspired him, were combating in his bosom: it
remained for his passions, which as yet no opportunity had called into
play, to decide the victory" {Monk, 239).
At this point, we can draw a general conclusion about the novel's
bosoms. Several chapters have a critical, central, or transitional bosom
such as the psychomachic bosom #73 just cited. The nine bosoms of
Chapter VII also seem to allow for this possible structural feature. Bosom
is used six times by the narrator and three times by Ambrosio with the
narrator's Bosom #85 climaxing and completing Ambrosio's carpe virginibus or sexual seizure of the virgin in Bosom #84. "'Antonia! My charming
Antonia!' exclaimed the monk, and caught her to his bosom." Bosom #85,
Ambrosio's rape of Antonia, stands as the chapter's focal bosom, a vivid
example ofwhat a recent critic has called "the erotic sublime,"" an aesthet
ic synthesis of the erotic, the brutal, the mysterious, and the powerful. "He
fastened his lips greedily upon hers, sucked in her pure delicious breath,
violated with his bold hand the treasures of her bosom, and wound round
him her soft and yielding limbs" {Monk, 260). Bosom #88, the terminal
bosom of Chapter VII, comes during Matilda's Bacchic frenzy as she stabs
herself, then invokes Satan, who appears as a Cupidian figure "scarce

" D. L. Macdonald, "The Erotic Sublime: The Marvellous in The Monk* English Studies in
Canada n (1992)-. 173.
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273) and "perfectly naked." "She appeared to be seized

with an excess of delirium; she tore her hair, beat her bosom, used the
most frantic gestures, and, drawing the poinard from her girdle, plunged
it into her left arm" {Monk, 273).
Chapter VIII contains eight bosoms, six by the narrator, one by
Theodore, and one by Elvira (Bosom #95) a figurative allusion to the
bosom of Holy Mother the Church, just before she is throttled by
Ambrosio. "I will unmask you, villain, and convince the church what a
viper she cherishes in her bosom" {Monk, 295). Among the eight bosoms
of Chapter VIII, Bosom #90, the maiden's plea to the Water King in
Theodore's ballad, and Bosom #91, the salacious peep show within
Antonia's bedchamber, focus on the coalition of sex and death that has
been building in both the Ambrosio story and the Agnes story. Innocence
cannot save the maiden from her watery doom in "The Water King";
likewise, innocence cannot save Antonia and Agnes from the worst of
deaths in the Gothic depths. The doomed maiden's unheeded plea to the
Water King in Theodore's ballad (Bosom #90) allegorizes the plights of
Antonia and Agnes. "Stop! stop! for God's sake, stop! For, oh! / The
waters o'er my bosom flow" {Monk, 286). Ambrosio's visit to the bedside
of the sleeping beauty Antonia brings the Monk's mounting desire not
just for rape, but for homicidal violation of the maiden, into high relief
with the urge to destroy both her and her maidenhead driving Ambrosio.'^
Thomas Carlyle condemned The Monk as "brutish" and "the most stupid
and villainous"" novel he had ever read, but according to his diary he
managed to finish this bad book at 4 a.m. in the morning. Perhaps it was
Bosom #94 that kept Carlyle awake. "A few tresses of her hair had escaped
from beneath the mushn which confined the rest, and fell carelessly over
her bosom, as it heaved with slow and regular suspiration" {Monk, 294).

In the urge to kill the maiden during the act of rape we note a powerful parallel with the erotosadism of the rapist hero-villain of Samuel Richardson's Clarissa, Robert Lovelace. See Frederick
S. Frank,"Richardson and the Gothic Novel," Revue desLangues Fivantes41 (1975): 49-59.
" Thomas Carlyle, Letter of 25 September 1817 to James Johnstone, Early Letters of Thomas
Carlyle, ed. Charles Eliot Norton (New York: Macmillan, 1886), 1:151.
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Chapter IX has ten bosoms, seven by the narrator, one by Antonia
(indirect), one by Matilda, and one by Ambrosio. The pivotal or focal
bosom might be Bosom #100 when, in "melancholy awe," Antonia reads
the grisly baUad "ALONZO the BRAVE and the FAIR IMOGINE."
Bosom #100 is also distinctive as the sole instance of a plural usage of the
noun in The Monk. "His vizor was closed, and gigantic his height; / His
armour was sable to view: / All pleasure and laughter were hushed at his
sight; / The dogs as they eyed him drew back in affright; / The lights in
the chamber burned blue! / His presence all bosoms appeared to dismay;
/ The guests sat in silence and fear" {Monk, 307).
The three bosoms of Chapter X, two by the narrator and one by
Agnes, seem to follow the established pattern of undulation we have laid
out. Exactly why Lewis opts for the mangled Prioress's "lifeless body" over
"bosom" as the mob "beat it, trod upon it, and ill used it, till it became no
more than a mass of flesh, unsightly, shapeless, and disgusting" {Monk,
344) is somewhat puzzling to the bosomographer for here one of the
bloodiest of the books bosoms seems to call for the word. However, it is
a "lifeless" body, and for that reason, too inanimate to require the word
that throughout the novel is applied to signify animation and vitality. It
is bodily abuse of living flesh, not dead flesh, that calls for the word, for
"The Monk scorns the very idea of a normative social order,
acknowledging only relationships that are abusive, defined by the rending
of one human being's body by another."'^
From the three bosoms of Chapter X, the count climbs again to
seventeen in Chapter XI, ten by the narrator, one by Ambrosio, and six
uttered byAgnes in the putrid underground of the Priory of St. Clare. The
Chapter contains the most emetic, slimy, tactile bosom in The Monk.
Many years ago, Leslie Fiedler wrote that"the Gothic is the product of an
implicit aesthetic that replaces the classic concept of nothing-in-excess
with the revolutionary doctrine that nothing succeeds like excess....It is as
if such romancers [as Lewis] were pursuing some ideal of absolute

Chris Brooks, "Monsters and Maidens: The Gothic Novel," in The Gothic Revival (London:
Phaidon, 1999), 117.
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atrocity."'' Lugubrious Bosom #125 marks the apex of such a Gothic ideal
in The Monk. "Sometimes I felt the bloated toad, hideous and pampered
with the poisonous vapours of the dungeon, dragging its loathsome length
along my bosom. Sometimes the quick, cold lizard roused me, leaving his
slimy track upon my face, and entangling itself in the tresses of my wild
and matted hair. Often have I at wakingfound my fingers ringed with the
long worms which bred in the corrupted flesh of my infant" {Monk, 395).
The ugliness of Bosom #125 brings us full circle from the veiled beauty of
Antonia's bosom (Bosom #1) to the unveiled horror of Agnes's lizarddraped bosom in this hideous parody of the Madonna and child.
Schork's hypothesis and his tantalizing explication of a single bosom
in The Monk has led us down a corridor of 128 bosoms. The final bosom
in the novel, as previously noted, is reserved to Satan, theprimum mobile
of TheMonk's universe,and again suggests Lewis's compulsive structuring
of the novel around the recurrent word. We conclude that The Monk is
a Gothic novel consciously interlaced with bosoms and simply staying
abreast of them can provide hours of pointless recreation. By way of its
overload of bosoms, Lewis made unnatural and supernatural sex the
permanent hardware and software of the Gothic novel forever. When the
text is viewed from Schork's proposition as a concordance of bosoms, the
noun serves brilliantly as a page turning device. How aware was Lewis of
his preoccupation with the word in the construction of his novel? The
answer cannot be final, but we do contend that there is no avoiding the
fact that Lewis's Monk relies on the word. Reconstructing the novel
according to the number and placement of its bosoms gives this Gothic
novel new dimensions of pleasure. Even The Monk'% enemies, Coleridge,
Trollope, and Carlyle, might concede that.

Leslie

Love and Death in the American Novel (New York: Criterion, I960), 115.
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^ TABLE: A GRAND CENSUS OF BOSOMS *
Abbreviations and editions: Na=Narrator; Am=Ambrosio;
Ra=Raymond; An=Antonia; Ma=Matilda; Ag=Agnes;
El=Elvira; Th^^Theodore; WJ= Wandering Jew; Sa=Satan.
The concordance shows the location and wording of all 128
bosoms. Page numbers refer to the 1952 Grove Press edition.

CHAPTERI(6bosoms):
1. Na: "Her BOSOM was carefully veiled" (37).
2. Na: "Antonia, while she gazed upon him eagerly, felt a pleasure
fluttering in her BOSOM" (45).
3. Na: "He passed on slowly, with his hands crossed devoutly upon his
BOSOM" (46).
4. Na: "The void left in his BOSOM by Antonia's absence" (52).
5. Na: "The prioress crossed her hands upon her BOSOM and made a
profound reverence" (56).
6. Na: "[S]he dexterously removed the letter from beneath the image,
placed it in her BOSOM" (56).
CHAPTER II (32 bosoms):
7. Am: "[W]ere I permitted to twine round my fingers those golden
ringlets, and press with my lips the treasures of that snowy BOSOM!"
(65).
8. Am: "Are not the passions dead in my BOSOM?" (66).
9. Na: "[T]ill at last one of the nuns, conspicuous from the nobleness of
her air and elegance of her figure, carelessly permitted a letter to fall from
her BOSOM" (69).
10. Am: "Shall I suffer the church of Christ to cherish in its BOSOM
debauchery and shame?" (70).
11. Na: "Wild and desperate, she threw herself upon the ground, beating
her BOSOM and rending her veil in all the^delirium of despair" (71).
12. Na: "[H]er strength was exhausted and she sunk inanimate upon the
BOSOM of a nun who stood near her" (72).
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13. Na: "In the BOSOM of this little grove stood a rustic grotto, formed
in imitation of an hermitage' (74).
14. Na: "The universal calm had communicated itself to his BOSOM and
a voluptuous tranquillity spread languor through his soul" (74).
15. Na: "While hate inflames his BOSOM, possibly he may feel contented
with his situation" (76).
16. Na: "He looks round, and finds himself alone in the universe: the love
of society revives in his BOSOM" (77).
17. Na: "His noble form, his spotless character, his various talents, his
wisdom solid, wonderful, and glorious, might have warmed the BOSOM
of the most insensible" (79).
18. Am: "From the moment in which I first beheld you, I perceived
sensations in my BOSOM till then unknown to me" (80).
19. Na: "While she spoke, a thousand opposing sentiments combated in
Ambrosio's BOSOM" (84).
20. Na: "[S]he suddenly drew a poinard. She rent open her garment, and
placed the weapon's point against her BOSOM" (86).
21. Na: "She had torn open her habit, and her BOSOM was half exposed.
The weapon's point rested upon her left breast" (87).
22. Na: "The scene in which he had been engaged, had excited such a
variety of sentiments in his BOSOM, that he was incapable of deciding
which was predominant" (87).
23. Na: "[H]e clasped her passionately to his BOSOM and—the image
was dissolved" (89).
24. Ma: "Father, I hope that she [i.e. Truth] resided here; I thought that
her BOSOM had been your favourite shrine" (90).
25. Am: "I should doat on you! My BOSOM would become the prey of
desires which honour and my profession forbid me to gratify" (91).
26. Ma: "I will hide it [a rose] in my BOSOM, and, when I am dead, the
nuns shall find it withered upon my heart" (92).
27. Na: "She rent her hair, beat her BOSOM, and, not daring to quit
Ambrosio, endeavoured by loud cries to summon the monks to her
assistance" (92).
28. Na: "and his groans, which every moment escaped from his BOSOM
sufficiently betrayed the violence of his affliction" (93).
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29. Na: "Ambrosio, while he hstened, felt his uneasiness subside, and a
pleasing melancholy spread itself into his BOSOM" (95).
30. Ma: "Cousin, stop those tears o'erflowing / Let me on thy BOSOM
die" (97).
31. Ma: "Sad was Montesino's heart, he / Felt distress his BOSOM rend"
(98).
32. Am: "Ah! since my BOSOM is thus sensible of pity, what would it be
if agitated by love?" (100).
33. Na: "Ambrosio's BOSOM became the theatre of a thousand
contending passions" (103).
34. Na: "Matilda, in all the pomp of beauty, warm, tender, and luxurious,
clasped him to her BOSOM, and lavished upon him the most ardent
caresses" (104).
35. Ma: "I lust for the enjoyment of your person. The woman reigns in my
BOSOM, and I am become a prey to the wildest of passions" (108).
36. Ma: "Away with friendship! 'tis a cold unfeeling word: my BOSOM
burns with love, with unuterable love, and love must be its return" (108).
37. Na: "He sat upon her bed; his hand rested upon her BOSOM; her
head reclined voluptuously upon his breast" (109).
38. Am: "Thine, ever thine," murmured the friar, and sunk upon her
BOSOM" (109).
CHAPTER III (2 bosoms):
39. Lo: "It was for the first time from her childhood that I saw her, and the
scene was most affecting: she threw herself upon my BOSOM, kissed me,
and wept bitterly" (112).
40. Na: "Jacques half rose from his chair, put his hand into his BOSOM,
and discovered the haft of a da^er" (130).
CHAPTER IV (13 bosoms):
41. Ra: "In this situation. Donna Inesilla vowed, that ifshe recovered from
her malady, the child then living in her BOSOM, if a girl, should be
dedicated to St. Clare; if a boy, to St. Benedict" (144).
42. Ra: "The latter sentiment is that which I wish to excite in your
BOSOM" (149).
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43. Ag; "Her face was veiled; on her arm hung a chaplet of beads; her dress
was in several places stained with the blood which trickled from a wound
upon her BOSOM" (151).
44. Ra: "At such times I stood over her with a drawn sword, and protested
that, if she uttered a single cry, I would plunge it in her BOSOM" (163).
45. Ra: "The half-hour struck! The three-quarters struck! My BOSOM
beat high with hope and expectation" (166).
46. Ra: "Agnes!" said I while I pressed her to my BOSOM" (166).
47. Ra: "The agitation in my BOSOM chased away sleep" (169).
48. Ra: "The cause of my distress I carefully concealed in my own
BOSOM, for I knew that no one could give me relief (173).
49. Wa: "He [Otto] plunged it [the dagger], still reeking with his brother's
blood, in her [Beatrice's] BOSOM, and put an end to her existence by
repeated blows" (183).
50. Ra: " [W]ithout difficulty, I should obtain for my mistress [Agnes] a
dispensation from her vows. Buoyed up with this hope, I calmed the
uneasiness ofmy BOSOM" (188).
51. Ag: "My disgust at a monastic life increasesdaily: ennui and discontent
are my constant companions; and I will not conceal from you, that the
passion which I formerly felt for one so near being my husband is not yet
extinguished in my BOSOM" (192).
52. Ra: "She called me infamous seducer, loaded me with the bitterest
reproaches, and beat her BOSOM in all the wildness of delirium" (193).
53. Ag: "Raymond, your child lives in my BOSOM" (195).
CHAPTER V (12 bosoms):
54. Na: "The boy produced his paper with seeming reluctance; but the
satisfaction which sparkled in his dark expressive eyes betrayed the vanity
of his little BOSOM" (200).
55. Ra: "Wouldst thou again with amorous rage / Inflame my BOSOM?"
(200).
56. Ra: "My garden boasts no flower, my BOSOM boasts no heat" (201).
57. Ra: "I have not yet forgot the pains / I felt while bound in Julia's
chains: / The ardent flames with which my BOSOM burned" (201).
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58. Ra: "Cupid shall in thine arms be pressed, / Sport on thy knees, or on
thy BOSOM sleep" (202).
59. Ra: "His BOSOM glows with amorous fire; / Eager he grasps the
magic lyre" (203).
60. Na: "Elvira perceived the emotions of this young BOSOM" (206).
61. El: "Fear Not, my sweet girl!.... I have read the emotions of your
BOSOM" (211).
62. El: "[B]ut when once convinced that you should not encourage such
sentiments, I trust that you have sufficient fortitude to drive them from
your BOSOM" (211).
63. El: "Judge, how anxious I must be to keep her from their society, who
may yet excite the dormant passions of her BOSOM" (214).
64. Lo: "I feel my BOSOM's boasted courage failing, / And curse the
waves which bear me far from Spain" (218).
65.Lo: "Nosighhis [Gonsalvo's] BOSOMowns,hischeekno tear" (219).
CHAPTER VI (14 bosoms):
66. Na: "Ambrosio's lust was satisfied. Pleasure fled, and Shame usurped
her seat in his BOSOM" (226).
67. Na: "As she spoke, her eyes were filled with a delicious languor: her
BOSOM panted:she twined her arms voluptuously round him, drew him
towards her, and glued her lips to his" (227).
68. Na: "He strove to pray: his BOSOM no longer glowed with devotion:
his thoughts insensibly wandered to Matilda's secret charms" (229).
69. Na: "He remembered Matilda's menaces if he infringed her orders, and
his BOSOM was filled with a secret unaccountable awe" (234).
70. Ma: "'Ihave succeeded!' she cried, throwing herself upon his BOSOM:
'succeeded beyond my fondest hopes'" (235).
71. Na: "Frequent repetitions made him familiar with sin, and his
BOSOM became proof against the stings of conscience" (236).
72. Na: "Unfortunately as her passion grew ardent, Ambrosio's grew cold;
the very marks of her fondness excited his disgust, and its excess served to
extinguish the flame which already burned but feebly in his BOSOM"
(237).
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73. Na: "The fact was, that the different sentiments with which education
and nature had inspired him, were combating in his BOSOM''(239).
74. Na: "The petitioner seemed bowed down with affliction: her cheeks
were pale, her eyes dimmed with tears, and her hair fell in disorder over
her face and BOSOM" (241).
75. Na: "He felt a thousand new emotions springing in his BOSOM, and
he trembled to examine into the cause which gave them birth" (243).
76. Na: "He felt not the provocation of lust; no voluptuous desires rioted
in his BOSOM; nor did a burning imagination picture to him the charms
which modesty had veiled from his eyes" (243).
77. Am: "Not for Indies would I make that gentle BOSOM know the
tortures of remorse" (244).
78. Na: "She [Elvira] unBOSOMed to him without hesitation her cares
and apprehensions" (247).
79. An: "From guilt and guilty thoughts secure, / To duty and devotion
true, / With BOSOM light and conscience pure, / Repose, thy gentle aid
I woo" (253).
CHAPTER VII (9 bosoms):
80. Na: "He easily distinguished the emotions which were favourable to
his designs, and seized every means with avidity of infusing corruption
into Antonia's BOSOM" (256).
81. Na: "[Wjith every day his image grew less feebly impressed upon her
BOSOM besides, she thought of a husband with all a virgin's terror, and
negatived the friar's demand without a moment of hesitation" (259).
82. Am: "[T]hat a thousand new wishes, new ideas, new sensations, have
sprung in your BOSOM, only to be felt, never to be described?" (259).
83. Am: "'Have you seen no man, Antonia, whom, though never seen
before, you seem long to have sought?...with whom your heart seemed to
expand, and in whose BOSOM, with confidence unbounded, you reposed
the cares of your own?'" (260).
84. Am: "'Antonia! my charming Antonia!' exclaimed the monk, and
caught her to his BOSOM" (260).
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85. Na; "He fastened his lips greedily upon hers, sucked in her pure
delicious breath,violated with his bold hand the treasures ofher BOSOM,
and wound around him her soft and yielding limbs" (260).
86. Na: "The impulse of desire, the stings of disappointment, the shame
of detection, and the fear of being publicly unmasked, rendered his
BOSOM a scene of the most horrible confusion" (263).
87. Na: "Darkness the most profound surrounded him, and encouraged
the doubts which began to revive in his BOSOM" (270).
88. Na: "She appeared to be seized with an excess of delirium; she tore her
hair, beat her BOSOM, used the most frantic gestures, and, drawing the
poinard from her girdle, plunged it into her left arm" (273).
CHAPTER VIII (8 bosoms):
89. Na: "Then she [Elvira] would clasp her in her arms suddenly, lean her
head upon her daughter's BOSOM, and bedew it with tears" (278).
90. Th: '"Stop! stop! for God's sake, stop! For, oh! / The waters o'er my
BOSOM flow!"' (286).
91. Na: "That fire which since the death of Agnes had been extinguished,
now revived in his [Raymond's] BOSOM, and his eyes sparkled with the
eagerness of expectation" (288).
92. Na: "[T]he confirmation excited no other sentiment in his BOSOM
than a wish to punish the murderers as they deserved" (289).
93. Na: "As she kissed her, she felt an unusual despondency infuse itself
into her BOSOM" (290).
94. Na: "A few tresses ofher hair had escaped from beneath the muslin
which confined the rest, and fell carelessly over her BOSOM, as it heaved
with slow and regular suspiration" (294).
95. El: "I will unmask you, villain, and convince the church what a viper
she cherishes in her BOSOM" (295).
96. Na: "A deadlly cold had usurped the place of that warmth which
glowed in his BOSOM" (298).
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CHAPTER IX (10 bosoms):
97. Na: "She clasped the inanimate form to her BOSOM, felt that it was
dead-cold, and, with a movement of disgust, of which she was not the
mistress, let it fall again from her arms" (301).
98. Na: "[Ejvery trifle affected her, and she evidently nourished in his
BOSOM a profound and rooted melancholy" (302).
99. Na: "As to Lorenzo, she had long given up the idea of possessing any
interest in his BOSOM" (302).
100. An: "His presence all BOSOMS appeared to dismay; / The guests sat
in silence and fear. The spectral stranger at the wedding banquet of
Alonzo and Imogine" (307).
101. Na: "Antonia still nourished a superstitious prejudice in her
BOSOM: she was often susceptible of terrors, which, when she discovered
her natural and insignificant cause, made her blush at her own weakness"
(309).
102. Ma: "Give Antonia the soporific draught this evening: eight-andforty hours after she has drank it, life will revive in her BOSOM" (321).
103. Am: "1 shall clasp Antonia in my arms...l shall sigh out my soul upon
her BOSOM" (321).
104. Na: "Sometimes her white and polished arm was displayed in
arranging the pillow: sometimes a swelling movement discovered part of
her swelling BOSOM" (322).
105. Na: "Flora ran, or rather flew to her lady's chamber: Ambrosio
followed her, his BOSOM tremblingwith hope and apprehension" (330).
106. Na:"Her every pang seemed a dagger in his BOSOM, and he cursed
himself a thousand times for having adopted so barbarous aproject" (330).
CHAPTER X (3 bosoms):
107. Na: "One wasted arm hung listlessly upon a tattered rug which
covered her convulsed and shivering limbs: the other was wrapped round
a small bundle, and held it closely to her BOSOM" (355).
108. Ag: "'But this too must go with me,' she added, pointing to the small
bundle, which she still clasped to her BOSOM" (358).
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109. Na: "She extended her arms to throw them round him, but her
enfeebled frame was unable to sustain the emotions which agitated her
BOSOM" (358).
CHAPTER XI (17 bosoms):
110. Na: "Gradually he felt the BOSOM which rested against his glow
with returning warmth" (365).
111. Na: "Perceiving that she was fully restored to existence, he caught her
in rapture to his BOSOM, and closely pressed his lips to hers" (365).
112. Am: "'Why these terrors, Antonia?' rejoined the abbot, folding her
in his arms, and covering her BOSOM with kisses which she in vain
struggled to avoid" (366).
113. Na: "[T]he ravisher threw himself by her side. He clasped her to his
BOSOM almost lifeless with terror, and faint with struggling" (368).
114. Na: "She remained stretched upon the earth in silent despair; the
tears chased each other slowly down her cheeks, and her BOSOM heaved
with frequent sobs" (368).
115. Na: "Of the desires which urged him to the crime, no trace was left
in his BOSOM" (370).
116. Na: "He still grasped Matilda's da^cr: without allowing himself a
moment's reflection, he raised it, and plunged it twice in the BOSOM of
Antonia" (375).
117. Na: "She lay, her head reclining upon Lorenzo's BOSOM, and her
lips still murmuring to him words of comfort" (376).
118. Na: "[H]er [Agnes's] emaciated form, her features altered by
affliction, her death universally credited, and her overgrown and matted
hair which hung over her face and BOSOM in disorder, at first had
prevented her being recollected" (379).
119. Na: "[A]nd the avidity with which her auditor [Lorenzo] listened,
the sighs which frequently escaped from her BOSOM...sufficed to
convince Agnes that her brother's addresses would be far from
disagreeable" (380).
120. Ag: "When I did examine them, what terror filled my BOSOM!"
(384).
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121. Ag: "This idea penetrated me with horror, not merely for my own
sake, but that of the innocent creature who still lived within my BOSOM"
(386).
122. Ag: "I could only bathe it with tears, warm it in my BOSOM, and
offer up prayers for its safety" (393).
123. Ag: "I placed it on my BOSOM, its soft arm folded round my neck,
and its pale cold cheek resting upon mine" (393).
124. Ag: "I persisted in holding my infant to my BOSOM, in lamenting
it, loving it, adoring it!" (393).
125. Ag: "Sometimes I felt the bloated toad, hideous and pampered with
the poisonous vapours of the dungeon, dragging its loathsome length
along my BOSOM. Sometimes the quick, cold lizard roused me, leaving
his slimy track upon myface, and entangling itself in the tresses of my wild
and matted hair. Often have I at waking found my fingers ringed with the
long worms which bred in the corrupted flesh of my infant" (395).
126. Na: "Antonia's image was gradually effaced from his [Lorenzo's]
BOSOM, and Virginia became the sole mistress of his heart" (399).
CHAPTER XII (2 bosoms):
127. Na: "[H]e sorrowed for the punishment of his crimes, not their
commission; and exhaled his BOSOM's anguish in idle sighs, in vain
lamentations, in blasphemy and despair" (406).
128. Sa: '"It was I who threw Matilda in your way; it was I who gave you
entrance to Antonia's chamber; it was I who caused the dagger to be given
you which pierced your sister's BOSOM; and it was I who warned Elvira
in dreams ofyour designs upon her daughter, and thus, by preventing your
profiting by her sleep, compelled you to add rape as well as incest to the
catalogue ofyour crimes. Hear, hear, Ambrosio!" (418).
HIERARCHIC TOTALS BY CHARACTER:
Na(rrator): 71; Ra(ymond): 14; Am(brosio): 13;Ag(nes): 10; Ma(tilda):
8; El(vira): 4; Lo(renzo): 3; An(tonia): 2; Th(eodore): 1; Wa(ndering
Jew): 1 Sa(tan): 1
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HIERARCHIC TOTALS BY CHAPTER:
CHAPTER II: 32 (Matilda's Seduction of Ambrosio)
CHAPTER XI: 17 (Ambrosio's rape of Antonia; Agnes in the
underground cell)
CHAPTER VI: 14 (Ambrosio's mounting lust for Antonia)
CHAPTER IV: 13 (Don Raymond, the Bleeding Nun, Agnes, The
Wandering Jew)
CHAPTER V: 12 (Theodore's poetry, Elvira, Lorenzo)
CHAPTER IX: 10 ("Alonzo the Brave," Elvira's ghost)
CHAPTER VII: 9 (Ambrosio's lust for Antonia; Matilda invokes Satan)
CHAPTER VIII: 8 (Ambrosio in Antonia's bedchamber; murder of
Elvira)
CHAPTER 1:6 (Church of the Capuchins, Ambrosio, Antonia, Agnes)
CHAPTER X: 3 (Mutilation of the prioress; the rioters destroy the
convent)
CHAPTER III: 2 (History of Don Raymond, Marquis de las Cisternas)
CHAPTER VII: 2 (Damnation and death)
PAGES WITH HIGHEST CONCENTRATION OF BOSOMS:
Approximately I bosom per three-and-one-half pages in the Grove Press
edition. Multiple bosoms occur on these pages in the Grove Press edition:
87,108,109,166,200,201,211,243,259,260,302,321,330,358,365,
368,393.

